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DIR INFO RIOD CITE MEXI 6555

INTEL/LCHARVEST

SUPDATA SOURCE STFADELESS 6 FROM STGOAL. INFO CONFIRMED BY VARIG AIRLINES.

FILED 161852Z

REPORT CLASS SECRET HMM-7894 CHINA/BRAZIL SUBJECT CHINESE COMMUNIST ARCHITECTS TO VISIT BRAZIL DO 15 OCT 63 PADA MEXICO MEXICO CITY 15 OCT 63 AFR 2 SOURCE DELEGATE (F) (ALSO RECEIVED (R)) TO INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ARCHITECTS CONFERENCE IN MEXICO CITY FROM CHICOM DELEGATE TO CONFERENCE.
1. The group of Chinese Communist architects who attended the International Union of Architects Conference in Mexico City will leave Mexico City on 19 October by Varig Airlines for Rio de Janeiro. The group making the trip will be Yang Ting Pao, leader of the delegation, Liu Chien Chang, Liang Ssu Cheng, Liu Yen Ho, Wu Ching Hsiang, Ho Kuang Chien, Liu Lin Hsiang and Yuan Tao.

2. Field Dissem State FBI CICSCO.
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